Genetic adaptation to new environments is essential for invasive species. To explore the genetic underpinnings of invasiveness of a dangerous invasive species, the pinewood nematode (PWN) Bursaphelenchus xylophilus, we analysed the genome-wide variations of a large cohort of 55 strains isolated from both the native and introduced regions. Comparative analysis showed abundant genetic diversity existing in the nematode, especially in the native populations. Phylogenetic relationships and principal component analysis indicate a dominant invasive population/group (DIG) existing in China and expansion beyond, with few genomic variations. Putative origin and migration paths at a global scale were traced by targeted analysis of rDNA sequences. A progressive loss of genetic diversity was
Introduction
Invasive species cause immense environmental and economic damage worldwide.
The pinewood nematode (PWN), Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Steiner et Buhrer) (Nematoda: Aphelenchoididae), is a dangerous invasive species. This migratory endo-parasitic nematode causes a devastating forest disease, pine wilt disease (PWD), and has killed thousands of millions of Pinus trees in its introduced regions. Currently, it has become a serious threat to forest ecosystems worldwide 1 and has been listed as one of the top 10 most important plant-parasitic nematodes 2 .
As they colonize and expand into new ranges, invasive species often exhibit changes in genetic variation, population structure, selection regime and phenotypic traits 3 . The pinewood nematode parasitizes in coniferous trees (primarily Pinus spp.), and in nature, it is transmitted by vector beetles (mainly Monochamus spp.) 4 . Host resistance 5, 6 and capacity of the vector carrying dauer larvae [7] [8] [9] directly influence the occurrence and prevalence of the disease. Moreover, composition of commensal microflora, mainly endophytic fungi and associated bacteria, also influence the occurrence of the nematode [10] [11] [12] [13] . PWN was introduced from North America to Asia and Europe, encountering novel pine hosts, vector beetles and commensal microflora different from those in the native regions, and the nematode has to rapidly adapt to local environments. As a successful invasive species, PWN indeed does well. In mainland China, over 30 years, the occurrence of the nematode spread from the first year only one site 14 to 316 counties in 16 provinces in 2017 (based on data of the State Forestry Administration of China) (Fig 1a) , covering a majority of pine tree growing regions (Fig 1b) . The northernmost sites are in the region of 42 o N latitude (Liaoning province), where the annual mean temperature is less than 7 °C, beyond our previous knowledge that the infected pine trees are asymptomatic when the mean temperature ≤ 10 °C 15, 16 . Most notably, the nematode has obviously overcome the local host's resistance. It was found that the indigenous species Masson's pine (P. massoniana) has gradually lost its resistance, from a resistant host 5, 6, 16 to a susceptible host 17, 18 , resulting in the destruction of large tracts of pine forests. In recent years, another indigenous species Chinese red pine (P. tabuliformis), one of the most important afforestation tree species in large areas of northern China, has also been infected by PWN 19 . Obviously, the Chinese invasive PWNs exhibit adaptive evolution to fit local hosts.
We are interested in the genetic adaptation of PWN to novel environments.
Genetic characteristics of populations have profound impacts on their capacity for establishment and range expansions of invasive species 20 . Previous studies on the genetic diversity of PWN showed significant differences among sample sources and detection approaches [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Most of these studies utilized short genetic markers.
Recently, next-generation sequencing has become increasingly accessible and economical, making feasible the genome-wide exploration of genetic diversity and examining the extent of selection in shaping genome-wide levels of genetic differentiation within native and invasive populations. The complete genome sequence of PWN has been published 28 . Taking advantage of this reference genome, a comparative analysis of genome-wide variations of six PWN strains isolated from Japan brought insight into the relationship between high levels of genetic diversity and pathogenic traits 29 . Genetic variation is usually considered to determine the potential for species to evolve in response to new environments 30 ; by using whole-genome resequencing of a large cohort of PWN strains isolated from China and other non-native and native regions, we attempt in this study to examine the genome-wide variations of the nematode B. xylophilus and to explore genetic underpinnings of successful PWN invasion by comparing genetic differences between the invasive PWNs and the native PWNs.
Results

Sequencing and assembly of the reference genome BxCN
To facilitate comparative analysis of PWN strains from different geographic regions, we sequenced and assembled de novo the whole genome of one PWN strain isolated from Zhejiang Province, China (named BxCN), and used it as the reference genome.
The genome size is 79.2 Mb, with the contig N50 size 43,492 bp and the scaffold N50 size 3.3 Mb (the largest scaffold 8.2 Mb). To ensure high quality of the genome annotation, we applied a three-tier strategy to annotate protein-coding genes in the assembled genome of BxCN: (1) de novo annotation, (2) homology-based improvement using the program genBlastG with the published PWN genome protein-coding genes 28 as queries, and (3) RNA-seq-based gene model validation and further improvement (see Methods). We annotated 17,692 protein-coding genes in BxCN, slightly smaller than the annotated protein-coding genes reported previously from the Japanese strain Ka4 (18,074) 28 ( Table 1 ). The majority of our predicted gene models have been validated and refined using RNA-seq data. Among them, 16, 691 genes contain at least one intron, and 11,639 (69.7%) of them have all introns of each gene validated using RNA-seq data. The median gene size (i.e., genomic span) for protein-coding genes is 1,539 bp. The median exon size is 180 bp and median intron 75 bp. We have identified 16,765 genes with orthologous relationship between BxCN and the published B. xylophilus genome 28 (Fig S1) . At the protein level, the average of ortholog PIDs (protein ID) between the two PWN genomes is 96.62%, while at the nucleotide level, the average of ortholog PIDs is 96.34%. The new genome sequences are deposited in NCBI (accession number: POCF00000000).
Whole-genome variation analysis displays significant genetic divergences among
PWN strains
In this project, we sequenced the whole genomes of other 54 PWN strains to ~30X coverage ( Table S1 ). Among these PWN strains, 35 (including BxCN) were isolated from 10 provinces in China (Fig 1c, Fig S2a) , four from other introduced countries, including two from Japan, one each from South Korea and Portugal, 15 from the native region USA and one from Canada (Table S1, Fig S2b) .
Aligning whole-genome resequencing reads of the other 53 PWN strains (excluding the strain BxCA from Canada, the M-type of B. xylophilus, that shared much lower similarity to the R-type strains) against BxCN (mapping rates ranged from 43% to 97%) reveals remarkable differences in the total amounts of genomic variations (GVs, excluded InDels), ranging from a few hundred GVs to over one million GVs (Fig 1d) , which indicates dramatic genetic divergences among these PWN strains. Most (28 of 35, including BxCN) of the Chinese PWN strains showed fewer pair-wise GVs, suggesting these strains had similar genetic backgrounds.
However, the other seven PWN strains isolated from China showed high numbers of GVs (Fig 1d) , indicating significant genetic divergence between these strains and the reference genome (BxCN). Interestingly, PWN strains with few GVs (blue dots, Fig   1c) showed a dramatically different geographical pattern compared to these strains with high GVs in China (red dots, Fig 1c) , suggesting that PWN strains with different genetic backgrounds might have different abilities in establishment and spread during the invasion process, which might be related to abilities of adaptation to novel environments. We hypothesized that PWN strains isolated from China with few GVs share genetic features that enabled them to spread and adapt to wider geographical regions (Fig 1c) . Notably, the single Portuguese PWN strain BxPot sequenced in this project also had fewer (595) GVs. In contrast, all PWN strains isolated from the USA and Japan showed much higher numbers of GVs (Fig 1d) , indicating that they have significant genetic divergences with BxCN. Moreover, we found that the genomic variations are essentially evenly distributed in the B. xylophilus genome (Fig 1e) .
Phylogenetic relationship inferred from nuclear genomes reveals a dominant invasion group existing in China
To estimate the phylogenetic relationship among PWN strains, we identified genomic regions that have minimal 10× coverage in all strains to ensure high-quality and accurate comparison. We also downloaded the published genome sequences of the Japanese strain Ka4 28 from GenBank and used for comparison. SNPs located within this "subgenome", which was 14,981,085 bases in size, were used to construct a phylogenetic relationship of all 55 PWN strains (Fig 2a) . The phylogenetic tree showed a clade with a strikingly large cluster of PWN strains isolated from China, which also includes the only Portuguese strain, BxPot (Fig 2a) . The PWN strains within this cluster were exactly the ones that contained few GVs (Fig 1d) . The other Chinese strains that did not fall into this clustering (7/35) formed separate clusters with other strains, including the genome-published strain Ka4. Because of the extremely close genetic relationship of the PWN strains within the cluster and extremely wide geographical distribution in China (blue dots, Fig 1c) , and because the group represents the majority of the PWNs isolated from China (28/35), we named it a dominant invasive group (DIG). Because this DIG was identified using nuclear DNA sequences, we name it nDIG. The nDIG was composed of 28 Chinese PWN strains and the single Portuguese PWN strain (Fig 2a) . Interestingly, five PWN strains within the nDIG group formed a minor group (Fig 2b) , containing strains with slightly higher numbers of GVs (dotted box, Fig 1d) . These five PWN strains showed low level of pair-wise GVs, suggesting their close genetic relationships. The fact that these 29 PWN strains clustered in a single clade of the phylogenetic tree and the short evolutionary distance among them (Fig 2a) suggests that nDIG strains share the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) and that they diverged only recently. Of the nDIG strains, the only PWN strain from outside of China is the one isolated from Portugal (Fig 2a, BXPot, blue arrow), suggesting high similarity and a close genetic relationship between the Portuguese strain and nDIG strains isolated from China, supporting the previous hypothesis that PWNs in Portugal might have originated from Asia 31, 32 . In contrast, all other PWN strains showed much longer branch lengths in the phylogenetic tree (Fig 2a) and had larger numbers of GVs compared to BxCN than the nDIG strains (Fig 1d, e ). Among the three Japanese PWN strains (Fig 2a) , JP4BX clustered with the native USA strains, while BXJAP and Ka4 clustered more closely with some non-DIG PWN strains from China, suggesting high genetic differentiation among Japanese strains, consistent with a previous study 29 . The single PWN isolate from South Korea (SK) included in this study was close to but not within the nDIG clad. Despite its relatively close clustering with the nDIG PWN strains isolated from China (Fig 2a) , the Korea strain showed high genome-wide GVs from BxCN (Fig 1d) , suggesting that they shared a MRCA and then diverged under different selection regimes. The high sequence similarity of nDIG strains was also revealed in principal component analysis (PCA) (Fig 2c) .
Targeted analysis of rDNA sequences hints at the origin of the dominant invasive
PWN group
Due to the limitation of samples from outside of China, especially few samples from Japan and other introduced regions that were sequenced and analysed in this project, it is difficult to confirm the origin of nDIG from Japan or USA. To further trace the origin of the nDIG strains isolated from China and define the relationship among PWN strains, we attempted to use rDNA sequences as proxies for whole genome sequences for phylogenetic analysis. We first assembled the full-length rDNA sequences from the genome dataset. PWN full-length rDNA, which consists of IGS, 18S, ITS1, 5.8S, ITS2, and 28S sequences, is 7586 bp in size. We examined how full-length rDNA sequences faithfully represent whole-genome sequences. PCA and phylogenetic analysis of the full-length rDNA sequences in the 56 PWN genomes (including the M-type BxCA from Canada) also display a strikingly similar dominant invasive group (Fig 2d, Fig S3a) . Examination of the full-length rDNA sequences of this DIG (rDIG, for being based on rDNA sequences) revealed that these sequences were 100% identical. As expected, the rDIG and the nDIG were remarkably similar.
Slightly different from the nDIG identified using nuclear whole-genome DNA sequences (Fig 2c) , 32 PWN strains were involved in rDIG (Fig 2d) . Compared to nDIG, rDIG contained four additional PWN strains, including two Chinese strains isolated from Hong Kong (HK1 and HK2), one Korean strain (SK) and one Japanese genome published strain (Ka4), indicating that the rDNA sequences of these four PWN strains provides relatively lower resolution in distinguishing PWN strains than the whole-genome sequences. Interestingly, a Chinese strain ZJHZ2, which is a member of the nDIG (Fig 2c) , was absent from the rDIG (Fig 2d) . Examination of the rDNA sequence of ZJHZ2 and other PWN strains in rDIG showed that four SNPs in ZJHZ2 were different from other strains (Fig S4) . Because of the extremely high conservation of rDNA sequences in evolution, the differences in rDNA sequences between ZJHZ2 and rDIG strains suggest that rDNA sequences in ZJHZ2 might have a different origin from its full-length nuclear genome. In other words, the ZJHZ2 strain might be the progeny of an ancestral nDIG strain and an ancestral non-nDIG strain, implying introgression existed in PWNs. Our result suggested that despite its value in phylogenetic analysis, rDNA sequence may not always represent the whole-genome sequences. Taken together, full-length rDNA can basically represent the whole-genome sequences reasonably well, with a few important exceptions.
Then, we downloaded the published PWN rDNA sequences from NCBI. We focused on the ITS sequence components of the rDNA sequences, as most previous projects only sequenced the ITS region (including ITS1, 5.8S, and ITS2 regions) of the rDNA sequence, which is 784 bp in size, representing a small but important portion of the full-length rDNA sequence. We catalogued all ITS sequenced obtained in this project, together with all previously published ITS sequences from PWN strains ( Table S2 ) and used them to examine the evolutionary relationship among the PWN strains. Altogether, 167 full-length ITS sequences were obtained, with 55 generated in this project and 112 retrieved from previously published results. Of these, 50, 14, 6, 58, 8, and 28 sequences were from strains isolated from Mainland China, Japan, Korea, Portugal, Canada, and the USA, respectively. The other three ITS sequences were from strains isolated from Mexico (1), Spain (1), and Taiwan, China (1) . As expected, PCA and phylogenetic analysis showed one large group, named iDIG (for being based on the ITS sequences), which included all 32 PWN strains in the rDIG group and other 81 additional PWN samples (Fig 2e, Fig S5) . Notably, among those additional PWN samples, 56 were from Portugal, 14 from China, 6 from Japan, 5 from South Korea, and one from the USA (JN684818) 32 . All these ITS sequences share 100% identical sequence. The inclusion of one PWN strain isolated from the USA indicates that the ancestor of iDIG existed in the native USA.
Analysis of mitochondrial genomes indicates intraspecific genetic admixture existing in DIG ancestor strains
Mitochondria genomes are inherited from the maternal ancestor. To explore the maternal inheritance of PWN strains, we analysed 62 mitochondrial genomes, among which 55 were constructed in this project and six were obtained from GenBank, which includes strains from Portugal (3), South Korea (2) and Japan (1) . Similar to previous analyses, PCA and phylogenetic analyses of these 62 mitochondria genomes revealed a dominant invasive group (mDIG, as identified through analysing mitochondrial genome sequences) (Fig 2f, Fig S3b) . The mDIG contained 27 mitochondria genome sequences from PWN strains isolated from China (21), Portugal (4), Japan (1), and Korea (1), suggesting they share maternal MRCA. Notably, the 21
Chinese strains in mDIG were not identical to those in nDIG. Except from two strains from Hong Kong (HK1, HK2), the other five non-nDIG strains were involved in mDIG (JX1, GDRY, GDSZ2, GEFG, GDCH7), but 12 nDIG members (FJXM, AHDT3, AHHLS, AHMTZ, AHBLD, JSLYG, JSYZ2, GD5-1, GD5-2, GDZC6, GDZC7, GDZC8) were very close but differentiated from mDIG. Interestingly, ZJHZ2 was identified as a member of mDIG (Fig 2f) and was also identified as a member of nDIG (Fig 2c) , but not identified as a member of rDIG (Fig 2d, Fig 2e) ,
suggesting that the majority of genetic material of ZJHZ2 is inherited from DIG ancestors. Additionally, the Korean strain SK and the Japanese strain BxJAP are not in nDIG but are in mDIG. Based on these important differences between the mDIG and nDIG, we suggest that intraspecific genetic admixture occurred in DIG ancestor strains, resulting in paternal and maternal inheritance that are not always identical in DIG PWNs.
Genetic drifts and selection are primary evolutionary factors shaping genetic diversity patterns of PWN populations
To ensure high quality, we focused the analysis on nucleotides that satisfied the strict criteria (reads supporting ≥ 90%, coverage ≥ 10). A total of 169,388 credible SNPs were determined. We noticed that most of these GV sites (125,199 SNPs, 74% of total) were polymorphic among the 15 USA strains, indicating that the native USA population has rather abundant genetic variations. Approximately 31% sites (51, 785 SNPs) were polymorphic among the three Japanese strains, which was more than those (32, 801 SNPs, 19% of total) among the 35 Chinese strains. Notably, few sites (478 SNPs, <0.3%) were polymorphic among the 29 nDIG strains, and the overwhelming majority of those were GV sites with fixation alleles (100% frequency) in nDIG PWNs.
We paid more attention to variation sites in which low frequency alleles (<50%) in the native USA strains were fixed in DIG strains, and a total of 25,992 SNPs (15.3% of total) screened out (Fig 3a) . We found that the majority of these SNPs belonged to standing variations (Fig 3b) , of which approximately 40% of DIG-fixation alleles were pre-existing in the 15 USA strains (10,530 SNPs), 50% in the three Japanese strains (12,949 SNPs) and 2.5% in the seven Chinese non-DIG strains (662 SNPs).
We suggest that whether these fixation alleles originated from the native populations or invasive populations due to founder effects and genetic drifts, in addition to selection action in new environments, these alleles have been fixed in nDIG strains.
The other DIG-fixation alleles (1851 SNPs, approximately 7% of total) were specific (Fig 3b) , and we have not yet determined their origins. Of them, 32 alleles were fixed in all invasive strains (including the Chinese, Portuguese, South Korean and Japanese strains), 508 alleles in invasive strains excluding the Japanese PWNs (i.e., the Chinese, Portuguese and South Korean strains, named CH-Port-SK group), 1144 alleles in nDIG and the South Korean strains (named DIG-SK group), and 167 alleles only in nDIG strains. We hypothesized that these variations might originate from new mutations during the invasion process. Alternatively, they might be pre-existing variations, but not be detected in this study because of sampling bias. Whether they belong to novel mutations, standing variations or both, under selection action, these genes have been fixed in different groups.
We checked the location of these 25,992 SNPs in the reference genome (BxCN) and found they are unevenly distributed in the genome (Fig 3a) , different from the total SNPs distribution in the genome. Fixation alleles specific to nDIG strains (167 SNPs) were mainly located in scaffolds sBxCN00003 (54.5%) and sBxCN00007 (18.6%); those specific to DIG-SK strains (1144 SNPs) mainly in scaffolds sBxCN00015 (41.3%) and sBxCN00003 (37.6%), as were those specific to all invasive strains (32 SNPs), while those specific to CH-Port-SK strains (508 SNPs) were mainly in scaffolds sBxCN00007 (71.6%), sBxCN00011 (12.6%) and sBxCN00001 (10.4%). Interestingly, the above three scaffolds also harbour nearly 65% of SNPs with fixation alleles pre-existing in the Chinese non-DIG strains (662 SNPs).
Those with fixation alleles pre-existing in the Japanese strains (12,949 SNPs) were relatively rich in the five scaffolds (sBxCN00002, sBxCN00003, sBxCN00015, sBxCN00001 and sBxCN00007, in order), which harbour more than 58% of those GVs. Comparatively, distribution of SNPs with fixation alleles pre-existing in the USA strains (10,530 SNPs) were more even in the genome, slightly rich in the five scaffolds (sBxCN00002, sBxCN00001, sBxCN00008, sBxCN00006 and sBxCN00005, in order), which harboured nearly 50% of those GVs. The result indicates selection acting on different genomic regions, perhaps accompanied by selective sweeps, which might be related to adaption of the nematode to local environments.
Functional annotation of GV-harboured genes reveals genetic adaptation of the nematode B. xylophilus
Functional annotation of GV-harboured genes may help us to understanding genetic mechanisms of successful PWN invasion. Based on the locations of these 25, 992 SNPs in the reference genome (BxCN), relative genes were identified. A total of 16,312 GVs were in coding regions, harboured within 6580 genes (including 11443 GVs in exons and 4869 GVs in introns), and the other 9681 GVs were in the intergenic (IG) regions ( Fig. 3c) . Among those genes, nearly 70% (4601) had a Pfam annotation ( Table S3) terms in the biological process category, eight terms were related to response to various stimuli and stresses (Fig 4b) , including response to stress (GO:0006950), response to stimulus (GO:0050896), response to oxygen-containing compound (GO:1901700), response to drug (GO:0009605), response to external stimulus (GO:0042493), response to chemical stimulus (GO:0042221), response to organic substance (GO:0010033) and response to abiotic stimulus (GO:0009628). More than one-third of the annotated genes (1393) were assigned to GO terms related to response to different stresses, stimuli and substances, internal or external. Additionally, many genes were involved in the positive or negative regulation of different biological processes. KOG annotation shows that, except for R (general function prediction only), T (Signal transduction mechanisms) was the most abundant cluster (Fig 4c) . KEGG annotation showed that these genes were mainly involved in metabolisms of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, xenobiotics biodegradation, glycan biosynthesis, and signal transduction (Fig 4d) .
We paid more attention to those genes that harboured GVs with specific alleles (Fig 3b) , which are perhaps more likely to be related to local ecological adaptation and invasiveness of the nematode. Among those 1851 SNPs, 1201 were harboured within 626 genes (including 862 GVs locating in exons and 339 GVs in introns).
Among them, 18 genes had fixation alleles specific to all invasive strains, 178 genes specific to invasive CH-Port-SK strains, 370 genes specific to nDIG-SK strains, and 60 genes specific to nDIG strains. Most of these genes had a functional annotation.
Among them, the most abundant Pfams were protein kinase domain (PF00069), zinc finger C4 type (PF00105), short chain dehydrogenase (PF00106), and major facilitator superfamily (PF07690), in order. Based on their functional annotation, we divided genes into the following groups, which encode proteins putatively related to adaptation ( Table S4) 
dN/dS test shows positive selection acting on functional important genes
We calculated the ratio of non-synonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS) substitutions of all those 6580 genes, and 221 genes were predicted to be under positive selection (dN/dS > 1, P-value < 0.05). Of these, 151 genes had a functional annotation (Fig 3a,   Table S5 ). Important functional genes comprised eight GPCRs (including three family Srab, three family Str, one family Srw and one G-protein coupled receptor frpr-1 homologue); twelve proteases (including six family M13, and one of each family M1, C13, S08, S28, rhomboid protease and eukaryotic aspartyl protease); six protein kinases and a tyrosine kinase; detoxification enzymes (including two cytochrome P450, one of each UGT, SDR, GST and aldehyde dehydrogenase, two FMO-like proteins, one ABC transporter and two MFS proteins); and other important proteins, such as three zinc-finger proteins, three RNA recognition motifs, two pre-mRNA-processing factors, two lipases, three immunoglobulin I-set domains, three glycosyltransferases, two carboxylesterases, and one transthyretin-like family protein.
Among these positively selected genes, 17 genes harboured GVs with specific alleles ( Table S5 ). Of them, three are specific to nDIG strains, including one of each eukaryotic aspartyl protease, FMO-like protein and initiation factor. Ten were specific to DIG-SK strains, including one of each rhomboid protease, aldehyde dehydrogenase, ABC transporter, collagen alpha-1, CaiB/baiF CoA-transferase, GPI ethanolamine phosphate transferase, neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel ligand binding domain, and three functional unknown proteins. Three were specific to CH-Port-SK strains, including one serine/threonine-protein kinase, one ATP-sulphurylase and a functional unknown protein. One unknown function protein was specific to all invasive strains.
All these positive selection genes may play important roles in PWN adaption to novel environments.
Discussion
Determining the source populations and routes of invasion is important for control of invasive species. Much effort was made to map and understand the origin and migration paths of different invasive PWN populations by using various genotyping methods in previous studies 22, 25, 31, 32, 36, 37 , but the results are still unclear or controversial. In this project, through whole genome sequencing and comparative analysis of a large cohort of PWN strains isolated from different regions, we clearly defined two groups of PWN strains within China, the main group (DIG) and minor group (non-DIG), with striking geographical distribution (Fig 1c) . The distribution of PWN strains of the DIG correlated with the rapid expansion of forests with pine wilt disease (Fig 1a) . Analysis of data collected in this study and historical data obtained in public databases (Fig 1a) 
indicated a rapid invasion and migration of PWN in
China, which is consistent with the high similarity of genomic sequences of PWN strains in the DIG (Fig 1c) , suggesting that a dominant invasive population has formed in China. Our comprehensive analysis revealed two clear migration paths of PWN in China (Fig 5a) : one followed by the DIG strains (blue line) and another one followed by the non-DIG strains (red line). Notably, the dispersal path of DIG in China in this study is similar to one path proposed in a previous study, which suggested that PWN was spread from Guangdong to Jiangsu, and then from Jiangsu to other regions, such as Hubei, Guizhong and Congqing, and suggested that Jiangsu has become a new spreading centre 25 . Perhaps because of the 'bridgehead effect' of Jiangsu as a spreading centre, ten years later, the spread population has become a dominant invasive population, namely, the current DIG. To our surprise, Portuguese PWN strains also gathered into the DIG clade, indicating the dominant invasive population that has introduced to Portugal. Moreover, the South Korean strain is closer to DIG than to other non-DIG strains, indicating that the South Korean PWNs and the Chinese DIG strains have close relationship. Our result is similar to that obtained from analysis of effector transcript SNPs in a previous study, which showed a closer proximity of the Portuguese isolates to the Korean and Chinese isolates than to the Japanese or American isolates 32 . Although based on our current genome dataset it is difficult to determine the source population of DIG, targeted analysis of rDNA sequences of PWN strains showed it originated from Japanese but could be traced to the native US population. Based on comprehensive consideration of phylogenetic relationships inferred from nuclear genome, mitochondrial genome, rDNA and ITS sequences, the global spread routes of DIG are proposed, i.e., the invasive PWNs originated from United States and were first introduced to Japan, then to China and South Korea, and finally to Portugal (Fig 5b) . This finding is identical to the initial knowledge of the PWN migration trajectory around the globe obtained from reported occurrences of PWD in different countries: in the 1900s, it entered into Japan 38 21, 22 . High genetic diversity also exists in the Japanese PWN population. Among those GV sites, 31% were polymorphic in the three Japanese strains, obviously higher than that in Chinese PWNs, which was only 19% in the 35 strains. Rich genetic diversity in Japanese populations was also detected in a previous study, which reported that approximately 4.1% of the genome positions were variable as SNPs or indels in six Japanese PWN strains 29 . Notably, the genetic diversity in Chinese PWN strains was mainly in non-DIG strains, while genetic diversity in DIG strains was extremely low, which is the same as the finding in Portuguese PWNs 26, 27 .
The overwhelming majority of SNPs are fixed in DIG, indicating obvious genetic bottleneck and strong selection, even selective sweep acting on DIG strains.
Assuming that the sampling of PWN strains in each country is representative and sampling accurately reflects the actual genotypes of each country, based on ITS sequence dataset, we found that 86% (43/50) of PWN strains isolated from China were included in the iDIG. In comparison, 98.3% (57/58) of Portugal, 100.0% (6/6) of Korea, 50% (7/14) of Japan, and 3.6% (1/28) of USA were members in the iDIG (Fig   2e, Fig S5b) . Thus, from the regions with most recent report of PWN invasion (including Portugal, Korea, China and Japan) to the native USA, there is a decreasing trend in percentages of PWN strains included in the iDIG. The above results indicate that along with the migratory path, i.e., from the USA, to Japan, China, Korea and Portugal, in order, the genetic diversity of PWN clearly displays a progressive decrease (Fig 5c) .
Genetic diversity determines evolutionary potential and adaptability to new environments of an invasive species. Populations adapt to novel environments in two distinct ways: selection on pre-existing genetic variations (standing variations) and selection on new mutations 44 . We found that a vast majority of fixation alleles in DIG strains were pre-existing in the native USA strains, the Japanese strains or the Chinese non-DIG strains (Fig 3b) , indicating that these GVs are standing variations. Standing variations have an important role in facilitating rapid adaptation to novel environments because they are immediately available and their functions have been pre-tested 44 . In addition, a small part of fixation alleles (7%) are source undetermined (Fig 3b) . Although genetic drift could not be excluded, we believe that some of these should originate from novel mutations. Selection acts on both standing variations and novel mutations, shaping patterns of PWN genetic diversity. We also noticed that those GVs with specific alleles were intensively located in a few scaffolds (Fig 3a) , In conclusion, abundant genetic diversity in native populations provides material of rapid evolution, genetic drift and strong selection as the primarily evolutionary factors that, in addition to mutation, have driven the nematode to rapidly evolve to adaptation to new environments during invasion process. This evolution is the nature of invasiveness of the nematode B. xylophilus.
Materials and Methods
PWN strains collection
We isolated 35 PWN strains from infested pine trees in 10 provinces in China (Fig   S2a) . We also isolated 20 PWN strains in pine trees from other countries directly collected or intercepted by the quarantine departments (Fig S2b) . More details about the PWN strains are described in Table S1 . After isolation from infested wood and identification by morphology under a microscope, nematodes of each strain were sterilized with 3% H 2 O 2 for 10 min and 0.1% streptomycin sulphate at 4 °C overnight, and then cultured on the fungal mat of Botrytis cinerea grown on potato-dextrose agar (PDA) plates containing 0.1% streptomycin sulphate at 25°C. After molecular identification by ITS-PCR-RFLP 45 , cultured nematodes were starved at room temperature for 24 hours and prepared for DNA extraction. All strains were the `R-form` of B. xylophilus, excepting the strain from Canada (BxCA), which was the `M-form`. For the strain used for deep sequencing and taken as a reference genome (BxCN), sister-brother mating was performed over ten generations, and an inbred line was established for DNA extraction. The DNA was recovered by ethanol precipitation.
Genomic DNA isolation, library construction, sequencing and assembly
Genomic DNA from each strain was randomly fragmented, and DNA fragments of specific length were gel purified and used for library construction. Libraries with insert sizes for each nematode strain are shown in Table S1 . For effective genome assembly of the reference genome, multiple libraries with different insert-size (350 bp, cluster preparation were performed and then subjected to Genome Analyzer for pair-end sequencing using Illumina sequencing platforms (GA II or HiSeq 2000 sequencing systems) with standard procedures at the Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), Shenzhen, China.
The sequence data from each library were filtered to remove low quality sequences, base-calling duplicates and adaptor contamination. For the reference genome BxCN, genome sequences were assembled using SOAPdenovo with default parameters 46, 47 . We first assembled the reads into contigs from the short insert-size libraries (≤500 bp) using k-mer overlap information (de Bruijn graph k-mer). The resulting contigs were checked for uniqueness by determining an unambiguous path in the de Bruijn graph. Then, we mapped all available paired-end reads to these contigs for connecting adjacent contigs. A hierarchical assembly method was used to construct scaffolds step by step, by adding data from each library separately in the order of insert size from smallest to largest. Gaps were filled in by following the methods described previously 47 . Then, through a reference-based procedure, we attempted to improve BxCN genome assembly. We used the published Japanese PWN genome assembly as the reference 28 
Construction of subgenomes for phylogenetic analysis
To infer the phylogenetic relationship of sequenced strains with confidence (BxCA was excluded because of the large number of ambiguous alignments caused by genetic diversity), we identified the fragments in the reference genome, the so-called "subgenome", from which the sequences in each strain were able to be unambiguously identified by short reads alignment. the subgenome of rDNAs in our 55 strains and Ka4 strain; 5) the consensus sequences of ITS in 55 strains and 112 published ones (Table S2) , including Ka4. They were used for phylogenetic tree construction and population structure analysis.
Phylogenetic tree construction and principle components analysis
We applied both Neighbour-joining (NJ) and Maximum likelihood (ML) methods to infer the phylogenetic trees based on the sequences in the subgenomes identified previously in the BxCN assembly, mtDNA and rDNA. The NJ tree was inferred using MEGA 6.0 52 with the substitution model of maximum composite likelihood, while the ML tree was inferred using RAxML 53 with the substitution model of "GTRCAT". The bootstrap analyses of 1000 times were applied in both methods. Population structure was inferred by using a principal component analysis (PCA) based on the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with smartpca in the software package of EIGENSOFT 54 . We included all samples in the analysis with default parameters. The top two most informative principal components were used to illuminate the relationship among worldwide strains.
Functional annotation of protein-coding genes
Gene prediction in the reference genome (BxCN) was inferred using de novo-, (a) ITS sequences from this study only.
Figure legends
(b) ITS sequences from this study and from previously published data.
Table S1
Sources of PWN strains and information of whole genome sequencing 
